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Welcome to Vigo

Immerse yourself in Vigo, in the charm of the biggest city of Galicia and discover the heart 
of the Rías Baixas: its light, its temperate climate, its gastronomy, its culture and its 
incredible landscape. Visit Vigo and let yourself be carried away by this singular city that 
always leaves its mark.

This seafaring city, tireless and enterprising spirit, combines its vibrant urban life with one 
of the most beautiful natural landscapes of Galicia: the Cies Islands, an essential visit for 
all those who seek a trip to the north, as a couple, with friends or for the entire family. The 
southern destination of Galicia ideal to enjoy nature: in the heart of the Vigo estuary, with 
fabulous beaches, but with a diverse offer of nightlife, culture, shopping and entertainment 
for all tastes ... and all pockets.



  

Vigo connected to the world.

The city of Vigo has all the necessary connections to 
reach it from any city in Europe and the world. Vigo has 
a train station with trains from the main cities of Spain, 
with direct connection to Madrid and Barcelona with 
two daily frequencies.

The Vigo airport currently has more than 1 million 
passengers each year and with direct flights from the 
main Spanish and European airports, as well as being 
indirectly connected to any place on the planet.

DIRECT ROUTES TO VIGO AIRPORT (2018):

- MADRID - LISBOA
- BARCELONA - MILAN
- VALENCIA - LONDRES
- SEVILLA - BOLONIA
- BILBAO - DUBLÍN
- GRAN CANARIA - EDIMBURGO
- IBIZA - PARÍS
- TENERIFE



  

Hotel offer for all budgets

The most populated city of Galicia has a more than 
enough hotel offer to meet the needs of any event that 
takes place.

 In Vigo you can find from a campsite located on the 
beach where the Circuit is located to the most luxurious 
hotels in the northwest of Spain.

In total Vigo has more than 4.700 hotel rooms, adapted 
to all tastes and needs.

In addition, for those who come to compete in a 
motorhome, a special car park will be enabled with 
access to water, electricity and services from the circuit 
itself and with 24-hour surveillance.



  

Samil Beach. 
The beach with the best services in Spain.

The Samil Radio Control  Circuit is located at the foot of the beach that gives it its name. 
With a length of more than 1,100 meters, this beach also has a unique range of services in 
Spain: free swimming pools for children, numerous restaurants and leisure facilities, 
sports courts for basketball, football, tennis, skating, skateboarding, radio control cars..

The massive influx of visitors to this beach during the summer months and the existence 
of permanent bleachers in the circuit means that during the celebration of each race 
thousands are the people who disfer from the spectacle of the races, which also provides 
an extra incentive for the pilots.



  

Samil Circuit
A reference circuit in Spain

The circuit of Samil  was inaugurated at the end of 1986, although its official inauguration 
took place in 1987 with the dispute of an EFRA Grand Prix of the category 1/8 Gas Tracks.

Since then, local, regional and national tests of Samil have been disputed uninterruptedly 
during its more than 30 years of life, in all categories. It is undoubtedly the most legendary 
route of automodelismo in Spain as well as the north of Portugal due to its proximity to the 
neighboring country.

Many of the best drivers from Spain and Europe have ever participated in a race in Samil. 
As an example, the Portuguese pilot Bruno Coelho who started in this sport in Vigo.

Since its inauguration at the end of the 80's, the installations have been remodeled in 
multiple occasions, the last one of them took place this year on the occasion of the 
celebration of the Championship of Spain of 1/8 gas, which makes it undoubtedly currently 
in one of the best circuits in Spain and Europe both for its facilities and its privileged 
location.
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Samil Circuit

DATA SHEET

Total length: 325 meters
Minimum width: 5 meters
Length of the main straight: 65 meters
Surface: Asphalt
Pianos: Painted Concrete
Islands: Natural Grass



  

SAMIL CIRCUIT 

 PODIUM and BOXES

Podium with capacity for 12 pilots and area for Refree with 
chrono and public address monitor

2 work areas on each side of the podium with fixed work 
tables with electrical outlets (220v) and lower shelf, for a 
total of 72 pilots expandable up to 150 pilots.

2 engine start tables, one on each side of the podium.



  

SAMIL CIRCUIT

CLEANING AND TURNING AREA

 
 4 blow stations with compressed air guns

Body wash area with water gun, sponges and soap.

4 wheel turning stations with 220V and 12V sockets

1 work zone with 2 bank screws.



  

SAMIL CIRCUIT 

TIMING

Timing house located on the finish line, with double 
counting, 2 decoders, 2 computers and 2 reading lines.

Led panel of last lap time and speed panel at the end of 
straight, visible to pilots and public.

Hardware: AMB
Software: RCM



  

SAMIL CIRCUIT

CHECK and CONTROL TYRE

Verification booth located next to the podium with work 
table, shelves for placement of cars and necessary 
elements for verification.

Booth for the tire control located next to the descending 
staircase of the podium with adjoining warehouse at the 
disposal of the person in charge of this task.



  

SAMIL CIRCUIT 

TOILETS 

Permanent toilets accessible to people with reduced mobility 
and separation between men and women, with toilet paper, 
hand paper, soap dispensers and litter bins for feminine 
hygiene products.
 



  

SAMIL CIRCUIT 

BAR 

Bar with terrace and DJ.
Food with local products with a wide range of sandwiches, 
tapas and drinks at affordable prices.



  

CLUB AUTOMODELISTA VIGUÉS

 
At the end of the 80s a group of amateurs to the radio control cars, after organizing a lot of 
championships in provisional circuits, decide to request to the city council of Vigo the 
construction of a permanent circuit in the beach of Samil.

After a hard work the surgeon is inaugurated in 1987 with the dispute of a Great Prize 
EFRA.

Since then the CAVI has not stopped organizing tests at a local, regional and national level 
in an uninterrupted way throughout these more than 30 years.

All the pilots who have visited Vigo praise both the layout and facilities, undoubtedly one of 
the best in Europe, and the impeccable organization that has always characterized this 
club.

The CAVI and the circuit of Samil are the longest in Spain and even so it remains younger 
than ever since after the last reform undertaken this year the circuit is in unbeatable 
conditions. However, from the CAVI we continue day by day improving our facilities.

For all these reasons and as the culmination of these more than 30 years of history, this is 
why we present this application to host an EFRA Grand Prize in 2019.



  

CONTACT:

Pablo Mosquera Sánchez
Avenida de Galicia 242
36216 Vigo

Tlf: +34 670626593
E-mail: clubcavi@gmail.com

Www.CAVIRC.ES

mailto:clubcavi@gmail.com
http://Www.CAVIRC.ES/
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